
Our company is hiring for a security operations center operator. Please review the
list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for security operations center operator

Assist in conducting investigations to protect employees and assets
Perform a variety of office administrative duties and performs related work as
assigned
Assist Corporate Security by ensuring compliance with physical security
policies, and procedures
All shifts (i.e., first, second, or third) are available
Act as the central point for monitoring and analysis of risks and threats that
may affect the business—including daily collection of global, national and
local information utilizing various intelligence sources—and for ensuring all
systems, both hardware and software, are functioning properly
Prioritize and process all incoming work order service requests via all
communications devices and request/dispatch resources according to
procedure
Identify and communicate critical incidents or events according to established
notification procedures—including senior management, as appropriate—and
coordinate incident response logistics, provide direction and response
instructions to uniformed security forces, and create accurate and timely
incident reports
Participate in internal investigations, as necessary, and lead surveillance video
review and drug testing of employees
Collaborate and communicate with critical internal and external partners for
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Create and maintain SPOC-related SOPs, and ensure coordination between
related processes and procedures throughout the organization

Qualifications for security operations center operator

Must pass the Criticall testing with a score of 80% or greater
Minimum of one (1) year of verifiable call center or alarm center experience
Must be at least 21 years of age or older per contracual requirements
Proficient in Microsoft Windows and Office applications
Networking (Switches, Routers, Firewalls, Proxies, Traffic Analysis )
Common internet protocols and applications (TCP/IP, UDP, DNS, FTP, SSH )


